
 



Welcome to Dexbet. 

Dissatisfied with the current state of the betting market, Dexbet.win was developed using 
blockchain technology to provide a transparent and verifiable platform. Every transaction on the 
blockchain can be checked by anyone with internet access, ensuring that Dexbet is safe, fair, and 
enjoyable for all users. 
 
Dexbet is a straightforward, secure, and anonymous casino game market that allows players to 
bet using KLV tokens, with plans to expand to other tokens in the future. This platform leverages 
the power of blockchain to offer unparalleled security, as well as a level of transparency and 
fairness that traditional casinos cannot match. 
 
With Dexbet, players can rest assured that their bets are being processed in a trustworthy and 
reliable environment. The platform is designed to be easy to use, providing a seamless user 
experience that allows players to focus on the excitement of the games. Overall, Dexbet 
represents a new era in online betting, one that is built on trust, fairness, and innovation.

 
 

Dexbet.win is not only a great platform for players who love casino games but also for those who 
are passionate about coding and game creation. In the Web 3.0 era, transparency is key, and 
Dexbet's blockchain technology provides just that. 
 
With a focus on providing a complete Web 3.0 experience, Dexbet ensures transparency in all 
forms of gaming. The platform's use of blockchain technology allows anyone to verify the fairness 
of the games, from players to developers. This not only promotes trust between players and the 
platform but also encourages developers to create even more innovative and exciting games. 

Dexbet.win
Dexbet.win


The idea behind Dexbet was born from the freedom to create and develop clean and fair games. 
Therefore, nothing is more fair than choosing a blockchain with the same parameters to base the 
code and implementation of the gameplay. 
 
Through a code competition hackathon organized by Klever - a technology hub focused on the 
world of cryptocurrencies and blockchain services - the Dexbet team was challenged to create 
an innovative product built on KleverChain, the newest layer 1 blockchain launched by Klever 
Finance. 

The challenges posed by Klever only made us more sure that this blockchain was the most correct 
and fair for our endeavor. Finally, we emerged as the winners of the Klever Global Hackathon 
2022 with the Dexbet project. 
 

 
 

Dexbet was created by people who, like you, are prepared for everyday challenges with the 
courage and strength necessary to win. After all, we play games too and we love to experience 
the opportunities that this great market has to offer. 
 
The possibilities are endless as a betting game and that's why the Dexbet team is constantly 
updating and transforming what is already a consolidated product into something much better, 
grander and more complete for the market. 

With this thirst for victory and growth, our community comes together to build products with great 
gameplay that promote fun and joy. 
 
The community is an essential part of our creative process, and we use the community’s 
suggestions to develop new games and constantly implement UI and UX improvements. 
 
It is in the nature of our team to be committed to the community and the people who play the 
games offered by Dexbet.  
 
The core premise that led us to create the games is to be verifiable and trustworthy. 

With a simple search in the KleverChain Blockchain Explorer, the player can have the information 
to analyze the transaction and understand why it happened, how the game performed, and the 
status of the bet. 



Dexbet engine uses block hash and the random seed of the block that your bet entered to validate 
the play and generate a unique Magic Number. You can get this information on the Explorer 
kleverscan.org using the transaction hash from your bet. 
 
You can calculate the Magic Number by getting the block hash and the random seed, converting 
both to decimal, adding them together, and then applying modulus to the result using the 
maximum number of ranges that the game supports, for example, dice 100, and wheel 54. The 
result will be the placement or the number rolled on the bet. 
 
We know that this calculation may seem complicated, which is why we have made the validator 
available on our website. All the math can be performed through https://dexbet.win/about  
 

 
 

Having a platform confirming that the game happened fairly raises the level of confidence in the 
project and the game itself. 
 
Our betting results are fully verified on the blockchain. We calculate the Magic Number using the 
block hash and random seed provided by KleverChain blocks. 

At Dexbet, the team believes that a successful platform is built on the foundation of a great team. 
The team consists of four individuals who are close friends, with a new addition bringing a fresh 
perspective and youthful energy to the group. Each member of the team possesses the courage 
to take risks, a clear objective, a passion for their work, and an unwavering willpower to succeed. 
 
The core team at Dexbet is highly skilled and experienced in creating programming codes that 
push the boundaries of what is possible. They have experience in blockchain programming from 
large companies and a track record of delivering high-quality applications across various fields. 
Their dedication to staying on the cutting edge of the coding world ensures that the platform is 
always at the forefront of technological advancements. 
 
The team members are passionate about their work and never tire of studying and seeking 
knowledge and updates to improve their craft. Their friendship and shared vision provide a strong 
foundation for Dexbet's success. As the platform continues to evolve, the team remains committed 
to delivering a transparent, fair, and innovative gaming experience to its users.

https://kleverscan.org/
https://dexbet.win/about


The creativity that involves thinking heads led us to Dexbet, where we were able to put into 
practice both cognitive and practical skills to create a betting platform that enshrines the will of 
all partners: an enterprise that provides safe and adrenaline-guided fun for success. 

The Decentralized (CEO) - Holding a degree in Computer Science, has spent over 15 years coding and has 

amassed a wealth of experience in Blockchain technology. It’s highly knowledgeable and skilled in this 

field and is truly passionate about the pursuit of knowledge and scientific discovery. However, it should 

be noted that while it possesses a strong sense of conviction in its beliefs, it’s also open-minded and 

willing to listen to others' ideas. 

 

The Lucky (CTO) - Coding since the age of 16 and possesses an exceptional aptitude for learning and a 

thirst for new experiences. Its genius-level intellect extends well beyond the realm of computing, making 

it an invaluable member of the team. It possesses a wealth of knowledge and is always eager to explore 

new frontiers. 

 

The Money (CFO) - Bringing a unique blend of economics and computing expertise to the table, making it 

an ideal candidate for the role of CFO. Its ability to quickly learn and adapt to new technologies is 

remarkable, and its spreadsheet skills are second to none. It possesses a deep understanding of 

cryptocurrencies and the economic principles that underpin it, making it a key player in the 

organization's financial decision-making processes. 

 

The Gaming (COO) - As an expert in planning and proactive team building, is well-suited for the role of 

COO. Its passion for computer science, combined with it exceptional performance at the university level, 

make it an exceptional asset to the team. It possesses a keen understanding of the importance of 

teamwork and is dedicated to ensuring that the organization operates as smoothly and efficiently as 

possible.

Dio Ianakiara - Advisor 

João Pedro Alves Cruz Lima - BizDev and Strategy Advisor 

Fernando Sobreira - Blockchain Advisor 



Choosing to build Dexbet within the Klever Blockchain opened many doors for the project to grow 
naturally and organically. With a consolidated and active community throughout Klever's products 
and social networks, Dexbet has become relevant among those interested in the game, the idea, 
and the project's future. 

With greater visibility of the platform at the end of the Klever Blockchain 2022 Hackathon awards, 
transactions made on the blockchain from Dexbet gained a lot of notability, creating the desired 
partnership. 

The leveraging power of a global company like Klever is unquestionable, and being able to count 
on the Klever ecosystem to make Dexbet grow makes the possibility of starting a revolution in the 
cryptocurrency betting market even more real. 
 
By utilizing the Klever technology stack, workforce, community and ecosystem, we have the 
potential to create an entire decentralized betting ecosystem that is fair and verifiable for all 
users. 
 
Klever Foundation is not only Dexbet’s partner but also an incubator of our project, providing 
structure and viability for it to happen. 

According to recent research data from Grand View Research on the subject, the global online 
betting market size was valued at USD 57.54 billion in 2021 and is expected to expand at a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 11.7% from 2022 to 2030.  
 
Knowing this data for the fiat currency market, we can have a similar projection for the 

cryptocurrency world with the growth of Web 3.0 penetration in people's lives. This is mainly due 

to the transparency, reliability, and verifiability promoted by this technology via blockchain. 

 

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/online-gambling-market


Dexbet's plan for the Casino is to surf this growing wave of the growing market so that the project 
becomes, in addition to being profitable, an excellent hub of innovation, enjoyment, and fair bets 
for players. 
 
With the value of community-oriented growth, we intend to add new games to the Casino, improve 
the games already implemented, and constantly adapt to the betting and gameplay market. 
 
Under French denomination, the word casino can mean "house of pleasure", which is how we 
intend to manage Dexbet. In addition to a platform that creates and provides betting games, we 
want games to promote joy and fun. 

 
The game basically consists of a 100-sided die, where to win the bet, it’s necessary to try to guess 
which number this die will draw between the betting options of 0 and 99. 
 
As the probability of hitting a single number is very small, so there are options to bet over or 
under. For example, you can bet a range of numbers below 50; if the die number is 31, you win the 
bet. In the same way, if you bet over 50 and the number drawn is 51, you also win the bet. 
 
The more specific your bet, the less chance you have of winning, however, the bet multiplier 
increases proportionately. For example, if your bet is under 1, your odds of winning are 1%, but 
your winnings will be multiplied by 98.5x. 
 
The magic number, or the number drawn, is randomly generated by combining the transaction 
block's hash with the block's random seed; this information can be found on kleverscan.org. Or 
you can simply use dexbet.win/verify. 

The Wheel is a game of luck with numbers from 0 to 53 divided into four colors. 
 
Each color has a chance of being hit, and this probability will define the bet’s multiplier: 
 
26 numbers painted cyan, with 2x bet multiplier; 
17 numbers painted magenta, with 3x bet multiplier; 
10 numbers painted yellow, with 5x bet multiplier; 
1 number painted green, with 50x bet multiplier; 
 
In order to win, you just need to hit the number on which the roulette will draw. As all bets are 
based on transaction blocks, it is necessary to wait for the block to be formed for the roulette 
wheel to spin, which takes around 12 seconds. 

https://kleverscan.org/
https://dexbet.win/verify


 
As for the dice game, the Magic Number will be the hash combination of the transaction block 
with the random seed of the block; this information can be found on kleverscan.org. Or you can 
simply use dexbet.win/verify. 

The game Mines works as a kind of Minesweeper, where bombs are randomly placed in a field full 
of diamonds. 
 
You win the prize for not clicking on any mines. The fun starts when you select the number of 
bombs in the field and also increase the diamond click suggestions. 
 
For example, by selecting four bombs and suggesting where ten diamonds are, your bet multiplier 
reaches almost 10x. 
 
The prize multiplier increases as the game becomes more difficult to win, reaching up to 300x. 
 
In the same way as all the other games, you can verify the bomb placement by the Magic Number, 
which is the transaction block's hash with the block's random seed; this information can be found 
on kleverscan.org. Or you can simply use dexbet.win/verify. 

 
Plinko is the game that lets you control your own fate with every ball drop. To play, simply choose 
the number of Lines, of Balls to drop, and the Risk option to place your bet. Then, watch as the 
balls make their way down the board and into the target areas, multiplying your payout with each 
successful drop. 
 
Note that the more lines you choose to play, the more options you have to win. However, be aware 
that the payouts will vary based on the difficulty of the ball landing in the target area. Additionally, 
the Risk option allows you to select the multiplier slot, affecting the payout.  
 
The higher the risk, the higher the potential payout, but the harder it is for the ball to land in the 
target area. 
 
Whether you're a seasoned gambler or a beginner looking for a new challenge, Plinko is the 
perfect game for you. With its combination of strategy and luck, this game is sure to provide hours 
of entertainment. 
 
In the same way as all the other games, you can verify the ball placement by the Magic Number, 
which is the transaction block's hash with the block's random seed; this information can be found 
on kleverscan.org. Or you can simply use dexbet.win/verify. 

https://kleverscan.org/
https://dexbet.win/verify
https://kleverscan.org/
https://dexbet.win/verify
https://kleverscan.org/
https://dexbet.win/verify


 
Coin Flip lets you put your luck to the test by guessing the outcome of a coin toss. The goal is to 
correctly predict which side of the coin will land face up, whether it's Heads (represented by a 
Crown symbol) or Tails (represented by a Diamond symbol). 
 
To play Coin Flip, simply choose your desired bet amount and select the side of the coin you think 
will land face up. Then, click the "Coin Flip" button to initiate the toss. The result will be displayed 
on the screen, and if the side you selected matches the side the coin landed on, you win the pot! 
 
With its easy-to-understand gameplay and exciting payout potential, Coin Flip is the perfect game 
for anyone looking for a quick thrill. Whether you're a seasoned gambler or a beginner trying your 
luck for the first time, Coin Flip offers an enjoyable and rewarding experience that will keep you 
coming back for more. 
 
You can also verify the toss by the Magic Number, which is the transaction block's hash with the 
block's random seed; this information can be found on kleverscan.org. Or you can simply use 
dexbet.win/verify. 
 

Rocket is an exciting game where users can bet on how high a rocket will go before crashing. The 
game involves placing a bet along with a multiplier, which represents the height the rocket will 
reach before crashing. The minimum multiplier is 1.05x, while the maximum is 1000x, providing 
users with a wide range of betting options. 
 
Once the rocket is launched, it will fly to a height represented by a multiplier number. If the rocket 
reaches a height greater than or equal to the multiplier the user has bet, they win their initial bet 
amount multiplied by the chosen multiplier. However, if the rocket falls short of the chosen 
multiplier, the user loses the amount betted. 
 
Rocket is a thrilling and fast-paced game that combines strategy and luck. With the ability to 
choose from a range of multipliers, users have the flexibility to tailor their bets to their preferred 
level of risk.  
 
Like with other Dexbet games, you can check the outcome of your play by using the Magic Number. 
You can find it by looking up the transaction block's hash and the block's random seed on 
kleverscan.org, or by using dexbet.win/verify. 
 

Coming soon. 

https://kleverscan.org/
https://dexbet.win/verify
kleverscan.org,
dexbet.win/verify


 

With the exponential growth of Dexbet, we envision a near future where the entire community 
that supports the project can earn rewards for being part of the project. 
 
It may seem repetitive, but the community that surrounds the game and our partner plays a key 
role in the decisions made at the Casino, which is why creating a Token becomes necessary. 
 
DXB (Dexbet Token) is the Casino's utility token that entitles you to various perks, promotions, 
bets, and future marketing actions as well as new features within the platform. 
 
In addition to having the possibility to vote on changes, new games, and features, those who hold 
DXB in staking will also be entitled to the Dexbet Pool, with the aim of distributing the prizes 
evenly among the Pool addresses. 
 
The DXB listing is planned to take place on Q1 of 2023 on exchanges. 

 

 
Having community support for the Dexbet project was something that boosted our desire to create 
and develop this project from the very beginning.  
 
We knew that having this positive reinforcement from the start would be something special and 
necessary for Dexbet's success, and having this recognition established motivates us daily. 
 
Therefore, it is natural to want to repay all this support to the people who assist us so 
incrementally. We want users to have fun with fair and safe games, and in addition, to win prizes 
for supporting the project. 
 
That's why we'll be splitting 70% of our profits with DXB holders through Weekly Rewards. These 
rewards will be paid out in KLV from our Dexbet Pool, which you can view in the Mining Status 
section of our casino's website (https://dexbet.win/miningStatus). 
 
To be eligible for these rewards, you'll need to stake your DXB tokens in the Klever Wallet, enabled 
by the FPR system. This ensures that all participants have a fair and equitable chance to earn 
returns based on their investment. The more DXB you stake, the greater your proportional returns 
will be. 
 

It's important to note that DXB tokens have an unstaking period of 28 
epochs, which means that after you choose to remove your tokens from 
staking, you'll have to wait 7 days before you can actually withdraw them. 
This mechanism is crucial for ensuring the security of our Casino and 
preventing malicious actors from exploiting our platform.  

https://dexbet.win/miningStatus


 
By requiring a delay before tokens can be withdrawn, we incentivize users to act in the best 
interest of Dexbet and discourage any attempts to manipulate or attack it. 
 
Additionally, we're pleased to offer a referral program as part of community rewards. When you 
refer someone to Dexbet using your referral link, you'll earn 0.01% of all bets that the player you 
referred makes.  
 
This means that the more players you refer, the more rewards you'll receive. We believe that our 
Referral Program is a win-win for both our players and our community, as it incentivizes users to 
invite their friends to join our platform and enjoy exciting games and rewards. 

 

Token Name: Dexbet Token 
Ticker: DXB 
Max Supply: 150,000,000 
Blockchain: KleverChain 

Token Distribution 
Mining: 112,000,000 
Pre-sale: 18,000,000 
Foundation: 15,000,000 
Marketing: 5,000,000 
 
 

 
 

 



The DXB token distribution model was designed to ensure a balanced and sustainable ecosystem 

that benefits all users. The total supply of DXB tokens is set at 150 million, which will be 

distributed as follows: 

 

● Mining: 74.7% of the total supply will be allocated to Mining, which refers to the tokens 

that users can mine while playing at Dexbet's casino website (dexbet.win). The Mining 

mechanism is designed to incentivize user participation and to distribute the tokens 

gradually over time. The amount of DXB tokens that will be mined through time is not 

predictable, as it depends on user activity and demand, being unable to inform the 

Circulation Supply over time until the Mining Event is completed. 

● Buy for Stake: 12% of the total supply will be allocated to a Pre-Sale event, where users 

can acquire DXB tokens by staking it. The circulation supply taking into account the Pre-

Sale event will depend on the adhesion of the users, and the tokens acquired will be 

locked for a period of time according to the desire of each buyer (6, 12, 24 or 36 months). 

The token cannot be withdrawn during the time chosen to remain in Stake, and can only 

be traded as NFT in the secondary market. Any unallocated funds from the Buy for Stake 

event after the designated period for each range will be considered surplus and added to 

the project's Treasury. 

● Foundation: 10% of the total supply will be allocated to the Dexbet Foundation, which will 

oversee the development, maintenance, and governance of the Dexbet ecosystem. The 

Foundation tokens will be distributed in two equal parts, with the first share going to the 

Foundation at the time the token is created and the second share being distributed 6 

months later. Dexbet recognizes the concerns that some users may have about the 

allocation of tokens to the Foundation, and commits to not participating in the first Pool 

Distribution of KLV rewards, as part of our commitment to the community. 

● Marketing: 3.3% of the total supply will be allocated to Marketing activities and Team 

Members, which includes promotional campaigns, partnerships, and community 

engagement. The purpose of the marketing allocation is to raise awareness and adoption 

of the DXB token and the Dexbet platform. As with the Foundation distribution, the 

Marketing distribution of tokens will also happen in two equal parts, with the first share 

going at the time the token is created and the second share being distributed 6 months 

later. 

 

Note that it is important to understand that in order to list the DXB token, Dexbet needs to 

provide liquidity in the trade platforms. This is a common practice in the crypto industry, as 

platforms like exchanges require a certain level of liquidity to ensure that buyers and sellers 

can execute trades effectively. Additionally, the allocation of tokens to the Foundation is 

necessary for the ongoing development and governance of the Dexbet ecosystem.  

 



The Foundation will oversee important functions such as maintaining the platform, implementing 

new features, and ensuring the security and stability of the system. By allocating tokens to the 

Foundation, Dexbet is taking a long-term view on the success and sustainability of the platform, 

which ultimately benefits all stakeholders, including players, users, and community members.  

 

The DXB token will be mined through bets placed in KLV. When placing a bet on dexbet.win the 
player will receive their DXBs according to the amount applied converted to USD. 
 
Using the example of the Mining Level 1, if the player bet 10,000 KLV and KLV is at 0.0035 price, 
the player will receive 3.5 DXB, winning or losing the play. 
 

Mining Level Bet per DXB (USD) Mining Per Level (DXB) Mining Bets (USD) Circulating (DXB) 

1 10 1,000,000 10,000,000 39,000,000 

2 11 1,000,000 11,000,000 40,000,000 

3 12 1,000,000 12,000,000 41,000,000 

4 13 1,000,000 13,000,000 42,000,000 

5 14 1,000,000 14,000,000 43,000,000 

6 15 1,000,000 15,000,000 44,000,000 

7 16 1,000,000 16,000,000 45,000,000 

8 17 1,000,000 17,000,000 46,000,000 

9 18 1,000,000 18,000,000 47,000,000 

10 19 1,000,000 19,000,000 48,000,000 

… … … … … 

112 121 1,000,000 121,000,000 150,000,000 

 
Mining roadmap: 
 

● On the first level, for every 10 USD in KLV values betted on Casino games, the player will 
receive 1 DXB; 

● This value will remain until 1,000,000 DXB is mined on the platform, then the mining 
changes to the next Mining Level; 

● For every 1,000,000 DXB mined, the mining cost will increase by 1 USD betted per DXB; 

https://dexbet.win/


 

The Pre-Sale of the DXB token will take place through the platform called Buy for Stake within 
Bitcoin.me, a secure and reliable cryptocurrency exchange supported by Klever. 
 
The Buy for Stake is a platform that enables users to purchase NFTs and lock them for a set period 
to earn bonuses. These bonuses increase proportionally with the length of the lock-up period, 
ranging from 6 to 36 months, in the case of DXB NFT.  
 
Tokens are purchased through a Dexbet unique Non-Fungible Token (DXB NFT) that holds 
metadata with information about the number of tokens, lock-up time, rewards, and percentages. 
 
The DXB NFT can be traded on any secondary market platform of your choice, providing users with 
the flexibility to buy and sell their NFT as they wish. If you choose to purchase the DXB NFT on a 
secondary market, you will need to deposit it into the Bitcoin.me platform in order to receive the 
rewards after the lock-up period ends.  
 
Once the lock-up period is complete, users can choose to claim their DXB NFT rewards, which will 
then be automatically credited to their Bitcoin.me account. However, if you choose not to claim 
the rewards, you can keep them in the form of the NFT and trade them on secondary market 
platforms. The decision to claim rewards or hold the NFT is entirely up to the user. 
 
Details of terms, periods and rewards are outlined in the table below. 
 

Term Price (USDT) Limit (DXB) Limit (USDT) Bonus 

6 months 0,15 3,333,334 500,000 8% 

12 months 0,15 3,333,334 500,000 18% 

24 months 0,15 3,333,334 500,000 40% 

36 months 0,15 3,333,334 500,000 75% 

● Mining: December 16, 2022 

● Pre-sale March 20, 2023 

● Mining token release: March 27, 2023 

● Klever Exchange & Swap listing: April 3, 2023 

● Dexbet First Pool distribution: 
April 10, 2023 

 



Disclaimer 1: All dates announced in this document are subject to change without notice. 

Disclaimer 2: The purchase of DXB NFT involves risks and uncertainties, including but not limited to 

market volatility, and the potential for loss of value. This NFT is not investment advice and should not be 

considered as such. By purchasing DXB NFT, you acknowledge that: 1. No refunds are available; 2. NFT 

rewards cannot be claimed before the deadline; 3. Minimum purchase amount is 100 DXB; 4. Purchase 

price per token is 0.15 USDT; 5. The issuer of DXB NFT is not liable for any losses incurred by investors; 6. 

The NFT reward is only claimable inside the Bitcoin.me Exchange. Please review the terms and conditions 

of the DXB NFT sale before making a purchase. If you do not agree, do not proceed with the purchase.

   2022 Q3 - Initial Betting Games (Dice, Wheel) 

   2022 Q3 - New Betting Game (Mines) 

   2022 Q4 - DXB Token Mining 

   2022 Q4 - Total of 5 Betting Games 

   2023 Q1 - DXB Token Pre-sale 

   2023 Q1 - DXB Listing on Klever Exchange & Swap 

   2023 Q1 - Start Dexbet Pool Distribution to DXB holders 

2023 Q2 - DXB Liquidity Pool on Klever Exchange 

2023 Q2 - Continue with Games Launches (min 1 per month) 

2023 Q3 - Global Marketing Campaigns 

2023 Q4 - Updated Roadmap Release 


